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• GRADUATION JULY 1995
• PRACTICE SINCE 1996 KERKDIJL
• INTERESTED IN COMPLEMENTARY
MEDICINES SINCE 1998
• LG NVBT (www.lg-nvbt.nl)
• HOLISTIC APPROACH SINCE 2000.
• MINDLINK/PREVENTEST SINCE 2009

MONDZORG MAASDRIEL
DENTAL PRACTICE

• REGULAR DENTISTRY
  • www.mondzorgmaasdriel.nl

• HOLISTIC DENTISTRY
  • www.biologischetandarts.nl

INVENTARISATION WISHES/KNOWLEDGE

• WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE INFLUENCE
  OF TEETH ON HEALTH?

• WHICH TOPICS DO YOU WANT TO BE
  DISCUSSED?

HOLISTIC DENTISTRY BY USING
KINESIOLOGY

• Using Mindlink / Preventest
• Software program, containing audiofiles which
  are conducted into conscious fields by using a
tesla coil
• Testingmethod : armlength reflex test
  according to R. Van Assche
• Books:

MINDLINK/PREVENTEST SYSTEM

• Aim:
  • To map the individual strains
  • 3 levels
  • Mindlinktest: To map the unconscious negative
    convictions. Psycho-emotional blokkages
  • Preventest: To map fysical and energetic
disturbances
MINDLINK/PREVENTEST SYSTEEM

Why Mindlink/preventest?

1) Digital mapping and processing
2) Diagnosis and therapy program
3) Systemic influence of dental area
4) Can be delegated by dentist

HOW DO WE WORK

• DENTAL INTAKE:
  • X RAY: OPG
  • INTRAORAL MOUTH PICTURES
  • EXAMINATION OF THE DENTAL AREA
  • REPEAT ANAMNESIS
  • INVENTARISATION DENTAL NEEDS & WHISHES
  • REFER TO MINDLINK/PREVENTEST

AREAS OF CONCERN EXAMINATING DENTAL AREA

• TO MAP DISTURBING FACTOR’S SUCH AS:
  • AMALGAM FILLINGS
  • ROOTH CANAL TREATED TEETH
  • FOCUS/DISTURBING FIELDS (NICO )
  • TMJ PROBLEMS
  • POSTURAL COMPONENTS
  • OCCLUSION
  • DENTAL IMPLANTS
  • TEETH-ORGAN RELATION

ANATOMY OF THE TEETH

• 1 ENAMEL
• 2 PULP
• 3 GINGIVA
• 4 DENTINE
• 5 PERIODONTAL LIGAMENT
• 6 ALVEOLUS
• 7 JAWBONE
• 8 ARTERY
• 9 NERVE
• 10 CROWN
• 11 ROOT

AMALGAM FILLINGS

• AMALGAM CONTAINS 50% MERCURY
• IN COMBINATION WITH ROOTH CANAL TREATED TEETH FORMING OF NEUROTOXINS
• DIFFERENT ALLOYS CAN CAUSE A CURRENT

TOXIC LOAD DUE TO AMALGAM

• THERAPY:
  • REMOVE AMALGAM WITH THE USE OF RUBBERDAM AND CLEAN UP.
  • DETOX PROTOCOL IS INDIVIDUALLY TESTED
  • REPLACE FILLING WITH COMPOSITE MATERIAL OR ZIRKONIUM
ROOT CANAL TREATED TEETH

- SUCCES IS DETERMINED BY MULTIPLE FACTORS:
- MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR FOR SUCCES:
- HOLISTIC POINT OF VIEW: RESISTANCE OF HOST, SYSTEMIC INFLUENCE
- REGULAR POINT OF VIEW: QUALITY OF ROOT CANAL FILLING, NO COMPLAINTS.
- PROGNOSE IS BETTER WHEN STARTING FROM A VITAL TOOTH
- RETREATMENT SOMETIMES USEFUL, IE AGE OF CLIENT
- WHEN LARGE INFLAMMATION IS PRESENT ON X RAY AND PREVENTEST SHOWS LARGE DISTORTION, EXTRACTION IS BEST APPROACH

ROOT CANAL TREATED TEETH

- cause:
  - Often a filling/crown which is a little too high
  - Unexplainable pain is usually treated by doing a root canal
  - Mindlink/Preventest gives information about:
    - Clenching/ grinding
    - Distortion body axe
    - Influence disruption tooth on complaint expressed in percentage
  - Setting height filling/ crown only with t scan possible

ROOT CANAL TREATED TEETH

- FOCUS/DISTURBANCE FIELD
- X FOTO DOESN’T INDICATE DISTURBANCE FIELD!!!!
- IN CASE OF A GOOD X RAY, ONLY 7% OF ROOT CANAL TREATED TEETH HAS NO INFLAMMATION ON THE APEX (HISTOLOGY)
- CONTINUOUS RELEASE TOXINS
- WHEN IS A TOOTH EXTRACTED

ROOT CANAL TREATED TEETH

- DEFINITION DISTURBANCE FIELD/FOCUS
  - FOCUS: EXERCISES INFLUENCE ONLY IN THE AREA IMMEDIATELY SURROUNDING IT.
  - DISTURBANCE FIELD: FIELD OPERATION, EXERTS INFLUENCE ON DISTANCE.
  - EVERY FOCUS CAN CHANGE INTO A DISTURBANCE FIELD.

DISTURBANCE FIELD

- NICOD= NEURALGIA INDUCING CAVITATIONAL OSTEONECROSIS
- PROBLEM: MAKES NO COMPLAINT IN THE MOUTH!!!!
- CAUSED BY DEAD TEETH (WITH OR WITHOUT ROOT CANAL)
- WISDOM TOOTH REGIONS ARE COMMON AREA
- CONTINUOUS MINIMUM LOAD ON TRIGEMINAL NERVE AND OR BBRS SYSTEM
- RELEASE INFLAMMATORY MEDIATORS
• THE FORMING OF A DISTURBANCE FIELD

DISTURBANCE FIELD
• 80% of the DISTURBANCE FIELDS is located in the head/neck area, of which 80% are located in the mouth (dead teeth, NGO, tonsils)
• All holistic dentists are aware of this.

DISTURBANCE FIELDS PRODUCE INFLAMMATORY MEDIATORS

DISTURBANCE FIELDS

DISTURBANCE FIELD
• Disturbance field for several reasons:
  • Gold/amalgam/periapical inflammation/bite?

DEMONSTRATE THIOETHER AND MERCAPTANS
• Orotox test can prove the existence of thioether & mercaptane
DISTURBANCE FIELD LOCATION IMPORTANT FOR FINAL TREATMENT PLAN

NICO (NEURALGIA INDUCING CAVITATIONAL OSTEONECROSIS)
- cavitation
- producing fatty
- osteonecrosis
- fatty dystrophic changes
- demyelination
- bony sheath of
- Infra-alveolar nerve
- 800 medical papers report
- on NICO

Macroscopic clinical features of the NICO bone samples
Clinical sample of fatty-degenerative osteonecrosis of cancellous jaw bone
Findings of radiographically normal and unconspicious edentulous areas
amount of fat cells is strikingly increased in all NICO samples

WHY IS NICO SO UNKNOWN?
DISTURBANCE FIELDS IN THE MOUTH ARE DIFFICULT TO DETECT:
YOU CAN'T SEE THEM ON XRAY PHOTO'S
THEY DO NOT HURT
THEY GIVE A SYSTEMIC REACTION SUCH AS ARYTMIA, TINNITUS, DIABETES

DISTURBANCE FIELD REMEDIATION
- NEURAL THERAPY
- REMOVE TOOTH/MOLAR WITH MILLING OUT JAW BONE AND THE USE OF A PTFE MEMBRANE, ACCOMPANIED BY OZONE THERAPY
DISTURBANCE FIELD REMEDIATION

IMPACTED WISDOM TOOTH

IMPACTED WISDOM TEETH

• 1.8 central nervous system – pituitary – heart – duodenum – psyche – Th5 Th6 S2 S1 vertebral Th1 C7 – C8 Th5 Th6 Th 7 segment Th1 S3 S2 S1 – spinal cord – brain – lifestyle-shoulder right, elbow right-inner ear – epilepsy – vegetative nervous system-cerebral spasm – sacro-canal joint right | vitamin C | ANOREXIA-PSYCHE-DEPRESSION

• 3.8 energy management – psyche-peripheral nervous system – ileum – ileocecal zone – heart links – small intestine – shoulder links – hand – foot left ulnar [Plantar links – toes left – left elbow – spinal C7 Th1 Th2 Th5 Th6 S2 sacroiliacaal joint Th5 Th6 Th7 left segment S1 S2 S3 th1 C8 – headache-migraine – neurotrofie upper extremity links | psoas major – quadriceps | vitamin A C E | depression |

Pulling teeth must prevent injuries of van Persie
Pulling out four wisdom teeth by Robin van Persie will prevent

JAW JOINT COMPLAINTS

• LIMITED MOUTH OPENING
• PAIN OR RADIATING PAIN
• WHEN OPENING MOUTH, JAW DIFFERS TO ONE SIDE
• JAW MAKES LURCH WHEN OPENING MOUTH
• MEDIAN LINE DIFFERS

JAW JOINT COMPLAINTS

• Headache,migrain
• Ringing In The Ears
• Neck, back and shoulder complaints
• Facial Pain
• Often arise after orthodontic treatment (outboard bracket)
POSTURAL COMPONENT

• Difference in length of the legs gives tilt in pelvis, shoulders and stand Temporomandibular joint.

POSTURAL COMPONENT

• IMPORTANT IS TO DETERMINE WHETHER WE ARE DEALING WITH A PRIMARY ASCENDING (FEET/ PELVIS ) OR DESCENDING DISRUPTION (TEETH)
• AND THEN THE PSYCHO EMOTIONAL COMPONENT AND INTERNAL ORGAN DISTURBANCE IS ALSO PLAYING A ROLE

INCORRECT BITE

• 1) pain/noises in jaw joint
• 2) sensitive teeth/choose, receding gums
• complaints:
• 3) crumbling teeth, choose, crowns, teeth worn down for
• 4) multiple root canal treatments in 1 quadrant
• 5) local deep pocket, unexplained caries

INCORRECT BITE

• Diagnosis: visually and kinesiologisch

• Always test which axis is disturbed dmv Preventest!!!
• T-scan method in disruption jaw axis.
• Cave Orthotics, hip and knee prostheses can be caused by to remove teeth, choose, high filling, Crown etc.

INCORRECT BITE

• Treatment:
• Osteopathy
• Cranio sacral therapy
• Myofunctional Certified Trigger point therapy
• Neuraltherapy
• T scan (demo follows)
T-Scan technology brings occlusion to life

LOAD DUE TO ALLOYS

- KRONEN/BRUGGEN GEMAAKT VAN METAALLEGERINGEN (PALLADIUM, NIKKEL)
- DONEDE LGERINGEN (TURKSE KRONEN, CHINEES KROON EN BRUGWERK)
- IMPLANTATEN VAN TITANIUM KUNNEN EEN BELASTING VORMEN

LOAD DUE TO IMPLANTS

- More than 94% can to a greater or lesser extent titanium treaties
- Titanium can be accepted or rejected by LTT pleiomorph test or Bioenergetic test methods
- This can be tested and is tested negative, but given the debt to the implant is often wrong. Indeed, it is very often the location! So error negative image!!
INFLAMMATORY MEDIATORS CAUSED BY TITANIUM IMPLANTS

STUDIES

De waarheid of een dilemma over tandheelkundige implantaten

Geen titanium mogelijk. En nu?
Moderne zirkonium implantaten

• Zirconium oxide (ZrO₂)
• High bendings strength(>1000MPa)
• Hoge Vickers index (1400)
• Biocompatible
• >15 jaar succesfully used

TEETH ARE PART OF THE MERIDIANS

RELATIONSHIPS TEETH-ORGANS AND ORGANSYSTEMS
DIALOG WITH THE INNER CONSCIOUS

Question: what is the psychoemotional component behind the disease?

Purpose: as a therapist, I would like to communicate with the inner conscious of the client

How: by using spoken words (audio files) that are stored in a computer that is not sensory observable

How is this information conveyed?
With the transmitter coil (tesla) the audiofiles are converted into fields of consciousness.

The 3 components of the MindLINK Preventest system:

The MindREFLEX\textsuperscript{\textregistered}: arm length reflex test

The Mindreflex makes resonance with the inner conscious visible. "This test makes a dialogue possible with the inner awareness"

We test with the arm length reflex test by Raphael van Assche. This test can be performed in sitting or lying position. Of course there can be worked with other kinesiology testing methods.

The dialogue with the inner conscious is developed with MindREFLEX:\textsuperscript{\textregistered}:

\begin{itemize}
  \item a) Start position
  \item b) Setup
  \item c) Locking in“ in Yin en Yang
  \item d) Visible Setup
\end{itemize}

The network of an organism can be likened to a propeller. This must be stopped to see which blade is broken and can fix the problem. No one puts his finger between a spinning propeller. The “setup“ stops the propeller. Now we have access to the machine.
PROGRAMMING BLOKKAGE

TREATMENT AND DETOX PROTOCOL

WEBSITES

- www.nvbt.nl Bio-energetische Tandartsen Nederland
- www.dr-lechner.de
- www.komstar.ch Orotox Test
- www.mindlink.info
- www.prestigepublishing.com
- www.mindlinkcoach.nl